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Introduction
The Burnaby School District
acknowledges and thanks the
Coast Salish Nations of Musqueam,
Tsleil-Waututh and Squamish on
whose traditional territories we
teach, learn and live.

In 2014-2015,
736 students self-identified as being
of Aboriginal ancestry and received
service from Aboriginal Education in
Burnaby Schools.
• 425 Elementary Students
• 311 Secondary Students
Aboriginal students in Burnaby
Schools represent approximately
3% of the District’s student
population.

The intention of this report is to
provide information regarding
the District’s progress toward
meeting the goals of our second
Enhancement Agreement.
On November 6, 2014 the
Burnaby School District signed
its second Aboriginal Education
Enhancement Agreement entitled
Stronger Together. The agreement
is intended to build upon the strong
foundation established by the first
agreement.
The 2014-2015 school year,
although abbreviated due to a
late start, provided a great starting
point for our second Enhancement
Agreement. This report will outline
the baseline data upon which we
intend to measure how we are
doing in relation to our intended
goals.

We acknowledge the efforts of the
following Aboriginal Education District
Team Members for 2014-2015:
WANDA MITCHELL
Assistant Superintendent
BRANDON CURR District Vice Principal
ELDER ROBERTA PRICE District Elder
ANITA GIRI Elementary ESD Teacher
Elementary Resource Teachers
BRANDI PRICE
DITTA CROSS
JENNIFER OSIRIS
MARY HOTOMANIE
MEAGAN INNES
TRACY HEALY
Secondary Resource Teachers
KARLA GAMBLE
SHELLEY JANVIER
Youth and Family Workers
CAILIN LAU
CORRINA CHASE
LORELEI LYONS
MENDO BJARNASON
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Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement 2014-19: Progress Review
From the year 2012 to 2014, the Burnaby School District embarked on engaging our community in discussions around the
central question of what is going on for our learners of Aboriginal ancestry. Over the two years the District hosted eleven
community gatherings, four parent surveys and three staff surveys that provided the Enhancement Agreement Working
Group rich information from which to build the Burnaby School District’s second Enhancement Agreement. Signed at
Burnaby Central Secondary on November 6, the Agreement encapsulates the varied input from our community and the
focus areas for Aboriginal Education over the next five years.
This report will outline baseline data for each measurement indicator in relation to the goals of the Agreement. With
increased focus by schools on each goal area, we anticipate incremental gains in each measurement area from year to
year over the life of the agreement.

GOAL:

To enhance achievement of all Aboriginal learners within the Burnaby School District

The intention of this goal is to focus on the core skills necessary for success in later years. Reading comprehension is measured
in grade 3, which is the point of change from “learning to read, to reading to learn,” and again in grade 7.

Reading Comprehension
End of Grade 3 Performance Standards
2014-2015

2015-2016

MODIFIED PROGRAM OR SLP

08%				

NOT YET MEETING EXPECTATIONS

28%				

MINIMALLY MEETING EXPECTATIONS

38%				

MEETING OR EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

26%

2016-2017
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2017-2018

2018-2019

Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement 2014-19: Progress Review
Reading Comprehension
End of Grade 7 Performance Standards
2014-2015

2015-2016

MODIFIED PROGRAM OR SLP

25%				

NOT YET MEETING EXPECTATIONS

15%				

MINIMALLY MEETING EXPECTATIONS

35%				

MEETING OR EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

25%

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

In reviewing the year-end grade 3 performance standard data for reading comprehension, we see a very small
percentage of students who are identified as being on a modified program. At the end of grade 3, 64% or our students
are meeting expectations either minimally, fully or exceeding. With our focus on targeted delivery of reading recovery
to Aboriginal students, as well as the District’s focus on early reading intervention, we will monitor this trend over the
next five years to see if there is improvement in the percentage of students who are meeting expectations in reading
comprehension.
When reviewing the year-end grade 7 performance standard data for reading comprehension, we see the percentage
of students who are fully meeting to exceeding expectations at 60%, which is relatively similar to the percentage of
students in grade 3 this past year who are meeting expectations. The area for further investigation is the students who
are on a modified program or student learning plan (SLP). This percentage shows a large increase over the number of
students on a modified program or SLP in grade 3. This trend is concerning and will be brought forward with schools to
discuss successful interventions for individual students.
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Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement 2014-19: Progress Review
Reading Comprehension
Cohort Tracking Grades 2-7
01

02

03

14/15 Gr 7

24

18

32

14/15 Gr 6

29

37

14/15 Gr 5

28

14/15 Gr 4
14/15 Gr 3
14/15 Gr 2

04

26

21

06

22

33

28

05

07
25

24
32

23
26

36

We will monitor our students’ reading comprehension levels annually in all elementary grades through cohort tracking. The
chart on the previous page shows the percentage of students at each grade level that are fully meeting or exceeding
expectations in reading comprehension and how each grade cohort has progressed through their time in Burnaby.
There are many holes in the data due to years of job action where performance standard data was not communicated
to the District Office. This first year of cohort tracking provides us with a longitudinal snapshot of how our students have
been doing in Burnaby and overall has remained relatively consistent over the years where performance standard data
is available. In the future, cohort tracking will allow us to identify and target cohorts of students in each grade level with
interventions as needed.
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Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement 2014-19: Progress Review
GOAL:

To increase Aboriginal learners’ connection to the school community with a sense
of place and belonging that supports and reflects Aboriginal cultural values and perspectives

Positive Identity and Sense of Self
Through the course of the development of the Enhancement Agreement the Working Group was looking forward to
utilizing the new Positive Personal and Cultural Identity Competency as a measure of student’s personal perceptions
of their identity and positive feelings of self-image. As the District Aboriginal Education Team began working with the
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity Competency, it became clear that it presented many challenges in terms of
communicating students perceptions of their identity in the form of District reporting. Going forward the District Aboriginal
Education Team will work to establish a tool that better captures students perceptions of their cultural identity, or find a
way to utilize the Positive Personal and Cultural Identity Competency to capture anecdotal stories of students’ feelings
and perceptions regarding their cultural identity. Baseline data will be established over the course of next year.

Belonging within School and Community – Grade 7 Survey
This survey was delivered by District Aboriginal Education staff to a randomly sampled 29 out of 55 Aboriginal students in
grade 7. The survey was intended to provide information in relation to our students’ sense of belonging and safety within
their school. The survey was also to determine if there was a correlation between their level of belonging and the amount
time dedicated to Aboriginal perspectives within the classroom.
In reviewing the survey results (see page 7), overall, Aboriginal students surveyed are feeling connected and safe within
their school and community. Students surveyed reported positive feelings regarding connections with adults in the
building, connections with peers and safety. These positive feelings of belonging and connectedness are in the absence
of classroom learning that incorporates Aboriginal story and perspective, as in question five, over 60% of students
reported that there was little to no incorporation of Aboriginal story and perspective into their classroom learning. Our
question as a District Aboriginal Education Team is if we can increase the presence of Aboriginal teachings in classrooms
would our Aboriginal learners feel an even greater connection to their school? Next year we plan to survey grade 7’s
again to compare the two cohorts, as well as survey grade 8’s to see if their perceptions and feelings of connectedness
have changed since entering secondary school.
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Belonging within School and Community – Grade 7 Survey Results
1) I like to come to school everyday
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
17.24%
68.97%
2) At my school we acknowledge traditional territory at special events and assemblies
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
13.79%
31.03%
3) My school is welcoming
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
0%
37.93%
4) My school is like a family
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
10.34%
34.38%
37.93%
5) At my school, Aboriginal history, story and perspective are part of our classroom learning
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
3.45%
58.62%
31.03%
6) People care about each other at my school
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
10.34%
58.62%
7) I feel safe at my school
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
3.57%
28.57%
8) At my school, there is a teacher or another adult who really cares about me
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
10.34%
31.03%
9) At my school, there is a teacher or another adult who tells me when I do a good job
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
10.34%
37.93%
10) At my school, one or more adults believe I will be successful when I grow up
Not at all true
A little true
Pretty much true
0%
10.34%
51.72%
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Very much true
13.79%
Very much true
55.17%
Very much true
62.97%
Very much true
17.24%
Very much true
6.9%
Very much true
31.03%
Very much true
67.86%
Very much true
58.62%
Very much true
51.72%
Very much true
37.93%

Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement 2014-19: Progress Review
GOAL:

To increase knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal history, traditions and cultures
for all learners, supported by the wider school and community

Increased Presence of Aboriginal Content in all Subject Areas
Number of Requests for Aboriginal Resources from DLRC
As the Provincial curriculum is shifting toward an increased focus on Aboriginal perspectives, classroom teachers will
require access to more high quality Aboriginal resources. Aboriginal Education is working with the District Librarian to
coordinate a bulk order of Aboriginal resources for interested schools. We are also working with the DLRC to create
additional kits featuring Aboriginal perspectives (ie. Metis kit, Cedar kit, etc). With 41 elementary schools and 8 secondary
schools across the District all searching for more Aboriginal literature and resources, the District Library (DLRC) will play
a large role in supporting schools in increasing the presence of Aboriginal resources in the classrooms. Over the course
of this agreement and with the pending curriculum shift, we should see the number of requests for and circulations of
Aboriginal resources increase. The chart below shorts the number of circulations of Aboriginal resources by the DLRC
throughout the District for 2014-2015.
Circulation of Aboriginal Resources
by DLRC

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

263

Number of Requests for Classroom Presentations, Lessons and Units by Aboriginal Resource Teachers
A system shift this year in our District was the increased availability of our Aboriginal Resource Teachers to provide
targeted enhanced services within classrooms. Anecdotal reports from Resource Teachers, classroom teachers and
Administrators show that providing cultural teachings within the larger classroom increased our Aboriginal students’
sense of pride and assisted non-Aboriginal students in developing appreciation and understanding for Aboriginal
cultural perspectives and teachings. Yearly we plan to capture the number of lessons taught by our Aboriginal Resource
Teachers within classrooms. As we increase classroom teachers awareness of this targeted service and move into the new
curriculum, we anticipate the number of lessons taught in K-12 classrooms to increase over the course of this agreement.
Number of Classroom Lessons
by Aboriginal Resource (K-12)

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

475
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2017-2018

2018-2019

Students Learning about Aboriginal Peoples, History and Perspectives
As in the first agreement, we will utilize the satisfaction survey results to determine students’ perceptions about whether
they are learning about Aboriginal peoples in their classroom experiences. We will use the 2013-2014 satisfaction survey
results as a baseline for the new Agreement, but have included the 2012-2013 results below as a comparative. In
reviewing the data from previous years, the number of students reporting they are learning about Aboriginal peoples has
maintained relatively unchanged. With curriculum shifting to include increased Aboriginal perspectives, we anticipate
the number of students self-reporting that they are learning about Aboriginal peoples to increase.

Satisfaction Survey Results
2012-2013

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal

2013-2014

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal

GRADE 04

56%

57%

GRADE 04

58%

55%			

GRADE 07

37%

13%

GRADE 07

28%

19%		

GRADE 10

39%

38%

GRADE 10

24%

39%		

GRADE 12

33%

17%

GRADE 12

34%

23%

Events and Programs Throughout the District
The table below highlights some of the many projects and presentations that students in Burnaby schools had the chance
to participate in over the course of the 2014-2015 school year.
Brentwood Park Elementary Totem Pole Project
With Artist Jackie Timothy

Brentwood Park Elementary

TRC Heart Garden
Day of Truth and Reconciliation
Featuring Chief Robert Joseph
Aboriginal Education Week
Cedar Basket Weaving Series
Indigenous Plants and Medicines
Elders Visits
Community Button Blanket
Indigenous Plant Garden
K-7 Aboriginal Perspectives and Worldview

Byrne Creek Community School
Burnaby North Secondary
Burnaby Central Secondary
Alpha Secondary
Multiple Elementary Schools
Multiple Elementary Schools
Lochdale Elementary
Cariboo Hill Secondary
Clinton Elementary
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Aboriginal Education Inquiry Team
Over the course of the 2014-2015 school year, Aboriginal Education provided the opportunity for 20 classroom teachers to
attend five half-day professional development sessions that intended to provide teachers with a deeper understanding of
Aboriginal perspective and worldview. The foundational belief of the inquiry team was that a classroom experience that
integrates Aboriginal stories, points of view and principles of learning is of benefit to all students. With this foundational
belief at the core, participants were asked to find ways of integrating Aboriginal perspective into their classroom
practice. In the process participants engaged in transformational deep learning about Aboriginal history through the
professional development content at each session (ie. Why we acknowledge traditional territory, First Peoples Principles
of Learning, authentic resources, etc). Participants also had their perceptions and thinking probed through a professional
book club portion at each session. The book club provided participants time to have rich discussions with Aboriginal
Education staff and colleagues regarding a range of titles (ie. The Inconvenient Indian, Indian Horse, Orenda, Tilly, They
Call me Number One). This balance of content and conversation provided participants with an opportunity for deep
reflection and had a profound impact on their level of understanding of Aboriginal perspectives. This is demonstrated in
the figure below, where the pre- and post- self-assessment data of participants’ knowledge and understanding around
Aboriginal peoples, history and perspectives were measured using Laura Tait’s Aboriginal Understandings Rubric.
Pre-assessment (Start of Project)

Awareness
Developing
Acquiring
		

Beliefs and Attitudes Towards
Aboriginal Peoples

18%

47%

35%

Knowledge of Aboriginal Peoples
and History on Local, Regional
and National Levels

30%

65%

5%

Post-assessment (After Five Sessions)

Awareness
Developing
Acquiring
		
		

Beliefs and Attitudes Towards
Aboriginal Peoples
Knowledge of Aboriginal Peoples
and History on Local, Regional
and National Levels

5%
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Action/Advocacy

Action/Advocacy

58%

42%

36%

59%

Aboriginal Education Inquiry Team
Through an investment in time and resources to collaborate and connect with classroom teachers, the inquiry team
participants made profound shifts in their thinking. Not only did participants experience a profound shift in mindset, but
they also relayed this shift into learning experiences in the classroom that were inclusive of Aboriginal perspectives and
worldview. As part of the requirements of the inquiry group, teachers were asked to investigate an essential question with
students. Work samples from our participants can be found on our blog at http://blogs.sd41.bc.ca/aboriginaleducation/
The Aboriginal Education
Department plans to run this
initiative again during the 2015-2016
school year with a new group of 25
classroom teachers. This will assist in
creating more classrooms that are
reflective of our Aboriginal students,
while spreading the conversation
pertaining to Aboriginal Education
across our District.
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Aboriginal Perspectives and World Views
Another initiative for Burnaby this year was hosting a community
forumn on February 11, 2015 in partnership with the Ministry of
Education. The forumn was part of a series of dialogue sessions
hosted across the Province that were focused on the concept
of Aboriginal worldview and perspective and increasing
achievement of Aboriginal Students. Participants at the forumn
featured students, parents, elders, District Aboriginal resource
staff, non-Aboriginal classroom teachers, senior management,
community partners, university professors and representatives
from Musqueam Nation. The day featured three dialogue
sessions, each with the following focus:
1. What do we mean when we say Aboriginal perspectives 		
and worldview in learning?
2. How do we ensure Aboriginal perspectives and worldviews
are embedded into practice in all classrooms?
3. How do we know we are meeting the needs of all 			
Aboriginal learners? What will the evidence look and feel like?
These topics provided our community with robust and focused
dialogue regarding the road ahead for Aboriginal Education
in Burnaby. This day was an important event in bringing many
engaged members of our community together in conversation
around our Aboriginal learners. We are eagerly awaiting the
Ministry’s final document and review of the dialogue from this
day and look forward to determining, as a District, next steps in
supporting our Aboriginal students in reaching their full potential.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
As we enter into our second year of our Enhancement
Agreement we must recall the spirit in which the document
was established. Throughout the consultation process it
was made clear from all involved that this would be a living
document. Through ongoing tracking and monitoring of
the intended measurement indicators we will be able to
make informed decisions about programming and initiatives
intended to support our Aboriginal students within Burnaby
Schools. This report outlines our baseline data from which to
build for the next five years.
Going forward we strongly believe that continuing to focus
on increasing the knowledge and awareness of Aboriginal
perspectives and worldviews for all people in the District
will have a profound impact on the achievement of our
learners of Aboriginal ancestry. Through working with the
new curriculum and the Ministry mandated professional
development day next year, as well as increased cultural
programming within classrooms and teacher pro-d
opportunities, we believe Burnaby Schools will become an
increasingly reflective and responsive place for our Aboriginal
learners and their families. This will in turn greatly impact
student learning.
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Aboriginal Education
in Burnaby Schools
5325 Kincaid St
Burnaby, BC, V5G 1W2
604.296.6900
www.sd41.bc.ca
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